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So, I opened my big mouth and
told you that with our now all elec-
tronic format, we wouldn’t have to
break up long articles anymore. So, as
one would expect, the articles submit-
ted for this issue are unusually long. I
didn’t even break up the longest
(though I did try; it just didn’t work).
That will teachme to keepmymouth
shit!

We are recently returned from the
World Archery Festival in Las Vegas,
which is a show I really enjoy because
I get to meet people from all of the
world.At one point I had RickMcK-
inney and Michele Frangilli convers-
ing in our booth. Boy, which of these
is not like the other?! I don’t have even
one World Championship, let alone
multiple ones like those guys. I also
got to meet Vittorio Frangilli, one of
my favorite coaches.Vittorio is work-
ing on a sequel to his bookTheHeretic
Archer,which I am looking forward to
greatly.

Also, I have overcome my boy-
hood shyness and have learned to leap

frommy chair in our booth and accost
total strangers as they walk by. In one
such episode, I spotted someone who
looked a great deal like Simon Need-
ham, the author of The Art of Repeti-
tion, and I quickly introduced myself
and, while thrusting my business card
on him, asked him to return to the
booth after he shot.

I have to respect Mr. Needham’s
goodwill (or valor or both) as he did
come back andwe had a nice chat.He
described tome a novel way of setting
a compound bow’s centershot and I
think I have talked him into letting us
publish it in the next issue. I also hope
he will consider writingmore for us in
the future.HisDVDArchery inAction
is the very best expostition I have ever
seen on setting up an Olympic
recurve bow. If that is your style,
check it out.

Once again we have a new author to
introduce to you. His name is Kevin
Foss and the mind is his game. He is
a Level 2 coach and a mental health
worker with something to say. I am

working with him on another article
already.

Tim Goodwin is back for anoth-
er foray into the physical aspects of
archery. I sat in on Tim’s seminar in
Vegas and was floored. I thought I
knew something about physical train-
ing, butTim pointed out that the vast
majority of “standard” training meth-
ods really don’t have much effect in
archery. And, in my opinion, what I
have gotten in my coach trainings is
pretty much “standard” ideas of phys-
ical training that don’t have much
effect in archery! His article here is
another dose of reality.

And we have a fascinating article
from Brian Luke, another installment
in Jon Miller’s series, and I address
what you need to do to learn how to
expect to win (not just hope) when you
go competing.

Enjoy!

Boo!

editorial

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!

Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise,Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and up-
to-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!

 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Over 12,000 sold!
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Do You Expect to Win?
by Steve Ruis
Everone wants to win, but winners expect to win. Find out how
they do it and see if you are willing to pay the price.
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Archery Warm Up Strategies
by Tim Goodwin
Can you believe it? We’ve been doing it wrong for years. For one,
you don’t stretch the muscles you are going to use before you
shoot, you stretch them after! Find out more including how to
warm up right.
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So, You Want to Emulate a Pro?
by Tom Dorigatti
Everyone, at one time or other, has emulated a professional
archer. But, how many of us successfully incorporated much of
that pro’s shot? How many of us even recognized what that
pro’s edge was? If you really want to do this, Tom Dorigatti
shows you how.
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page 28
Visualizing Success
by Kevin Foss
Does visualization work for archers? More importantly, will visual-
ization work for you and, if so, how? Find out in this article by
new author Kevin Foss.
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page 34
Jon’s First Arrows
by Brian J. Luke
Our traditinal guru has been waiting and waiting for a new stu-
dent intrigued enough with the “palm out” style of shoot tradition-
ally that he could get him to make a fair comparison with conven-
tial shooting. Read about Brian Luke’s big surprise..
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Tom Dorigatti has been shooting archery since
he was  years old.He has been bowhunting and
in competitive archery for  years. During his
archery career, Tom has shot arrows in no fewer
than  of the contiguousUnited States plus Alas-
ka, Hawaii, the Azores, and Guam.He has won
numerous local and state tournament titles and
has placed as high as second overall in three dif-
ferent sections of the NFAA.Tom prefers to shoot
in the Unlimited Division, but has recently been
learning to shoot a recurve bow FITA style.He is
also the mastermind behind the archery puzzles
currently adorning these pages.

Tim Goodwin is a 24 year veteran of the
sport at the tender age of 34. He competes reg-
ularly on the European Five Nations Field
Series as well as competing for his chosen coun-
try at World standard FITA tournaments. His
chosen profession of health and fitness gives
him a unique insight in to how our shooting
performances are effected by our modern way
of living.

Brian Luke is a husband and a father of three
young adults. He has played with the bow and
arrow nearly all his life. Brian has developed a
deep respect and admiration for the accomplish-
ments of the early target archers of the NAA and
Brian’s quest has been to experience all that he has
read about: from the making of his own wooden
bows, arrows, and linen strings to competing in
the traditional rounds of the NAA. Brian has
won six out of the seven Indoor Nationals and
five out of the eight Outdoor Nationals he has
attended, all shooting in the Traditional Long-
bow division of USA Archery.

Jonathan Miller lives in Naperville, IL
when he is off-campus. He is a senior majoring
in business and has been shooting a recurve
bow, Olympic-style, for about 15 years. He
recently won his own invitational tournament
and says “I like playing guitar, listening to
music, cleaning pennies, sharpening crayons,
memorizing the dictionary, and reformatting
my hard drive, but only after oatmeal baths.
Shiny objects and cookies-to be honest, any-
thing that is fun for a five-year old works for
me.” Asked why he loves archery, he responds:
“I don’t; it loves me.”

Kevin Foss is a registered Marriage and
Family Therapist Intern working in private
practice in Westlake Village, CA. His clinical
focus is on anxiety disorders and family
dynamics in adolescents and adults. Kevin has
been shooting Olympic recurve for seven years
and is a Level 2 coach. More information can
be found at www.KevinMFT.com.

Steve Ruis is an avid archer and coach and
Editor of This Magazine.
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As a group, we archers are always seeking that
magic, that cure for all that ails us, that magic potion
that will vault us to the top of the leader board. We all
watch professional archers and make attempts, typical-
ly futile attempts, to copy exactly what that paragon of
archery is doing with regard to everything, from their
equipment right on through to even wearing the same
type of shoes and clothing! Of course, once again we
can see what they are doing, but cannot pick their
brains to get the how they do it out of them. And,
frankly, many of them cannot explain the “how,” they
just know that is what they are doing. It has come to
be so automated that they really don’t think about it
anymore; it just happens!

So What Does This Have To Do with
Emulating a Top Archer?
We all need a base from which to operate.We all start-
ed out in this game with a lack of knowledge about
what to do and, especially, how to do it. We ended up
copying someone else by either watching them or get-
ting help from them.This is a given.Then, we watched
more of the better shooters
and asked more questions and
read more and more about the
“what to do,” because the
“what to do” was readily avail-
able. What used to be missing
was the how to go about doing
what it is you were supposed to
do.

In the past few years, how-
ever, the top shooters have
realized that to become better shooters themselves,
they needed to have more archers to compete with who
shoot as well or better than they do.We all knew, or at
least we should have known, that those top archers
would never give up all of their “secrets.” Believe me
when I tell you that they are much more open now

than they were even a short 10 years ago! It used to be
that in order to get the inside scoop you had to pay
your dues and become part of the in-crowd, and even
then the information you needed would come around
indirectly and in little bits and pieces. Today you have
article after article, including interviews with top pro-
fessionals, that address equipment setups, form issues,
how they set off their release, set up their scopes, sta-
bilization, mental game, coaching, philosophy, and
more. Naturally, what follows is that many, many
shooters wanting to improve their games immediately
start making changes in their form and execution to
pattern them as closely as possible to this model of
archery behavior. Little thought is given to any sort of
rationale for making these changes; the thought seems
to center around: “If he/she does it this way with this
setup, then that is what I will do.” Herein lies a poten-
tial disaster if this entire situation isn’t thought
through in advance.

The focus of this article is how to take a more
ProActive approach in selecting a professional archer
or top echelon amateur to emulate through an

organized and comparative
approach. There is way more
to any pro’s setup and shooting
“style” than what meets the
eye. Everything they do is
done for a reason and what
may fit them could be way off-
base for you! Thus, as you are
reading this article, you should
also be making a list of your
form and execution elements

that you already know are negatively affecting your
performance, and then make them into your own
“Scouter’s Checklist.” I might add that this same
checklist can be modified and used if you are a coach
to evaluate students.

by Tom Dorigatti

So, You Want to
Emulate a Pro?

“‘If he/she does it this way
with this setup, then that is
what I will do.’ Herein lies a
potential disaster if this entire

situation isn’t thought
through in advance.”

Be ProActive! Use a Scouter’s Checklist!
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What Is In This for Me?
I know you are already asking this question. The
answer to “what is in this for me” is: first, you can save
yourself a lot of wasted time and effort. In addition, it
naturally follows that you can also save a lot of money
in the form of avoiding unneeded equipment or gad-
getry. This sport is no longer a “poor man’s sport,” the
prices of everything are not insubstantial, and it does-
n’t take long to spend $1,000 or more on gadgets and
gimmicks, most of which won’t help you move up the
leader board at all. How many of you have already
changed over to a different release aid because you saw
a friend or saw a pro who got a new release and shot a
super score with it? How about the same with a scope?
What about that new-fangled stabilizer? Should you
get that new tournament sight? How about those new
arrows? Are you getting the message? What is in it for
you, when it comes to emulating a professional or ama-
teur top echelon shooter, is a practical and organized
approach to scout out the situation. You can avoid
making expensive and time consuming mistakes chas-
ing your tail and not gaining a thing.

Some Tips on How to Scout a Pro
Few people I know take a methodical approach when
they are watching the pros shoot. Normally, when peo-
ple watch pros shoot, they are mesmerized by how the
top archers “shoot like a machine.”These archers shoot
arrow after arrow into the X-ring. You watch them
draw back their bow, anchor, and then turn your atten-
tion to their target to see where the arrow hits. Then,
you move on to the next pro and repeat the process.

Let’s take a step back and examine this process. If
you are intent on emulating a pro, doesn’t it make bet-
ter sense to really watch a pro who is close to your own
body build? If your build puts you into a position of
having to shoot a closed stance, wouldn’t it be better to
watch a pro with a similar body shape to yours who
also shoots with a closed stance? If you shoot with a
high drawi elbow, wouldn’t it be better to scout out
pros that tend to shoot a higher elbow rather than
force yourself to change to shooting a lower elbow

position? Wouldn’t it be better to watch a pro who
shoots the same type of release aid that you have cho-
sen to shoot? Isn’t it better to watch a pro that is shoot-
ing a bow that is close to the same length as yours? Isn’t
it better to watch a pro who is left-handed if you are
left-handed or right-handed if you are right-handed?
Don’t forget that if you are a short-draw length person,
it might not be so bad to watch top echelon female
archers, too.

What follows is a start at a ProActive means of
scouting a pro for potential incorporation of some of
his/her techniques into your own form and execution.
You may then begin to see patterns in your own shoot-
ing in the comparison and from them make up a
ProActive plan, a plan with great images in your mind
and some data to support them. Remember, as I’ve said
in several past articles, “You eat an elephant . . . one bite
at a time.”

What You Need to Have
In order to accomplish a Pro Shooter Observation, you
will need the following:
1. A reasonably easy to operate and “silent” stopwatch.
It need not be expensive, since you will only record
times to ±0.1 second.

2. A good set of binoculars for checking the impact
points of the arrows in the target. You need to be
close to your archer in order to observe things, but
you will also need a view of his/her target face as
well. Remember, these observations are to be unob-
trusive and not offer any distractions to any of the
competitors. Since it could be very distracting to
your shooter if he knows his every move is being
watched, I personally would not ask for permission
to watch him ahead of time.

3. A pencil. I recommend that you do this work in
pencil rather than ink.

4. Your own version of the “Scouter’s Checklist” that
is outlined in this article. It will, of course, be made
up of those key elements you feel are most impor-
tant to you. Some of the items you will only have to
observe a few times during a round, others you will
want to make special note of and really watch them
closely. During the “Shot Phase” you will be docu-
menting timing and shot placement during the
round (or rounds) of scoring. With proper use of
the checklist, you may well be able to find that
“glitch” or error the archer made that could have
caused a miss. You won’t be in a position to analyze
a missed “baby X,” however, since you cannot see
your shooter’s sight picture through his or her
scope. However, I will describe a means of deter-
mining where that shot may well have gone before
you even look at your shooter’s target! It is all in

Continued on Next Page

“Wouldn’t it be better to watch
a pro who shoots the same type
of release aid that you have

chosen to shoot? Isn’t it better
to watch a pro who is
left-handed if you are

left-handed or right-handed if
you are right-handed?”
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observing and learning your shooter well enough to
predict the impact point without looking at the tar-
get. How is that for some fun and offering a chal-
lenge! With this way of watching archery tourna-
ments they don’t have to be boring (like watching
grass grow, like watching paint dry, etc.) now do
they? I think that you will find, once you have orga-
nized the suggested items into a list of items most
important to you and your shooting, you will have
a more enjoyable time watching and will have a
means of learning something instead of watching
only to forget most of everything you saw.

The “Scouter’s Checklist”
I have developed what I call a “Scouter’s Checklist.” It
contains many, but not necessarily all, items to watch
for when observing a professional or top echelon ama-
teur archer who you may be interested in emulating.
While I’ve come up with a system to lessen the volume
of information, I leave it to you to develop your own
shorthand for completing the checklist in an under-
standable fashion. You must realize, however, that an
adequate scouting job isn’t made from watching your
selected model archer just shoot an arrow or an end or
even two. You cannot watch everything at once; thus I
would recommend that if you really want to adequate-
ly check out a particular shooter, you closely watch
them for at least one, if not two full rounds or more.
The more information you have, the easier it will be to
put together your “report” and pick out key elements
for you to tackle at a later date. For most of the check-
list, to save time and maximize your ability to watch
rather than record, some parts of this checklist are set
up as “circle the option” or “fill in the blanks” formats.

Archer’s Equipment
The following can be circled or checked off during the
practice ends. Remember, this is not a time to talk with
the competitors or ask them questions. They are
preparing for competition and most will not be willing
to discuss such items with you. You must make your-
self as unobtrusive as possible and “keep your distance”
so as not to distract or in any way interfere with your
subject pro.

1. Bow Brand Hoyt, PSE, Martin, Elite, Mathews,
Alpine, Strother, Merlin, BowTech; (Other)
______

2. Axle to Axle (estimate) Short ATA (35˝ or less),
Medium ATA (36˝-39˝), Long ATA (>39˝)

3. Handedness of Bow Right Handed /Left Handed
(RH or LH)

4. Cam Style Single Cam, Dual Cam, Hybrid Cam,
Binary Cam, (Other) _________

5. Arrows All Carbon, Aluminum, Aluminum-

Carbon / Large Diameter, Smaller Diameter
6. Arrow Length Long (Lots of arrow overhang),
Short (Little to no arrow overhang)

7. Arrow Rest (fall away types) Limb Driver, Trophy
Taker; Mathews, Fuse. (launcher types) Pro Tuner,
GKF/Spott-Hogg, (Other) ________

8. Arrow Rest Mounting Close in, Over the Wrist
9. Release Aid Wrist Strap, Hand Held Thumb
Trigger, Hand-held Triggerless, Hand-Held
Poundage trip

10.Sling Bow Sling (bushing mount), Wrist sling,
Finger Sling (leather), Finger Sling (rope)

11.StabilizationMulti-rod; Single rod (flexible, thin);
Single rod (stiff, thick); B-Stinger, Doinker

12.Stabilizer Length Very Long (34˝+), Medium
(28˝– 33˝), Short (<28˝)

13.Stabilizer TipWeight Heavy, Medium, Light
14.Side Weighting Single side weight rod (close in);
Side weight rod (wide angle); V-bars (narrow), V-
bars (wide); V-bars (forward); V-bars (downwards,
narrow); V-bars (downward, wide)

15.Additional Mass Counter weight (straight back);
Riser weight (upper), Riser weight (lower)

16.Peep Sight Tru-Peep; Hooded Peep, Other _____
17.Scope Housing Diameter (Large, Small) /
Aperture (Dot, Circle)

18.Sight Copper John/Ants; Axcel; Spot-Hogg; Sur-
Loc; Shibuya, (Other ) _____

19.Sight Extension (Long, Medium, Short (close in))
20.String Attachments D-loop (Short / Long), Kisser
Button

21.Eyeglasses & Blinders Glasses; No Glasses, Off-
eye (Open / Closed / has blinder)

22.Hat or Cap Shoots with hat or cap or none
23.ShoesTennis Shoes,Walking Shoes, Boots,Loafers;
Crocs, Sandals, (Other) ________

Once the practice ends are over, and you’ve document-
ed the above items, it is time to get down to some seri-
ous but yet again, unobtrusive and non-interfering
observations. Here are some things that you need to
document for several scoring shots and ends. It is a
puzzle you will be putting together, piece by piece. You
cannot possibly cover all the items listed for every sin-
gle shot during the round. However, some of them
need be observed on a per shot basis, others only need
to be checked occasionally for consistency. For some I
have included sample abbreviations to assist in your
“short-hand” documentation.

Archer’s Physical Characteristics
1. Body Type/Build Tall, Medium, Short and
Slender, Medium, Stocky (I recommend selecting a
shooter who has a similar body type to your own.)

2. Shoulders Wide Shoulders, Normal, Narrow
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Shoulders
3. Arms Long / Medium / Short
4. Hands&Fingers Big hands (stubby fingers or long
fingers); Medium hands, Small hands (stubby fin-
gers or long fingers)

5. Upper Body “Barrel Chested,” Normal Upper body
build, Slender upper body

6. Legs Long (slender or well muscled), Medium
(slender or well muscled), Short (slender or well
muscled)

Shot Preparation and Shot Sequencing
1. Stance I The stance a shooter takes in addressing
the shooting line is a more critical aspect of their
shooting than most realize. Remember, “The Draw
length is tuned to the stance, and the stance is
tuned to the draw length.” Body shape, upper and
lower body flexibility, upper arm length vs. forearm
length, position of the anchor, and head positioning
can all affect how an archer aligns their stance. In
addition, slight adjustments in the stance can and
will reduce or eliminate tendencies to shoot left or
right. Basically there are three main types of stances
used with, of course, variations of these three main
types of stance.
a.Square Stance Both feet are even with each other
and parallel to the shooting line: Symbol “|”

b.Open Stance The front, or left foot (right-hand-
ed archer) is back (to the left when observing the
shooter from behind the shooting line), from the
right foot: Symbol “\”. I also use abbreviations:
SO = Slightly Open; MO = Medium Open;
WO = Wide Open.

c.Closed Stance The front, or left foot (right hand-
ed archer) is forward (to the right when observ-
ing the shooter from behind the shooting line)
in relation to the back or right foot. Symbol = “/”
Abbreviations for the Closed Stance could be
SC = Slightly Closed; MC = Medium Closed;
WC = Wide Closed

2. Stance II The other part of the stance is how far
apart the feet are when the shooter straddles the
shooting line. Once again, this can vary widely
from shooter to shooter and depends upon things
such as body build, width of shoulders, how low- or
high-wristed the shooter grips the bow, the person’s
weight, adjustment for comfort in the lower back,
curvature of the spine, and whether or not the
shooter places more or less weight on one leg than
the other! The rule of thumb is to have the feet no
farther apart than shoulder width, but you will see
many variants of this, from people who shoot wider
than that, to people that put their ankles together
while shooting. However, you need to take note of
this. A person can adjust the width of their stance

to help them reduce high and low misses! Possible
abbreviations: SW = Shoulder Width; IS = Inside
Shoulders; AT = Ankles Together; OS = Outside
Shoulders; VW = Very Wide

3. Bow Position when Loading an Arrow Some
archers set the end of their stabilizer on the floor in
front of them. Others place the bottom limb on
their upper leg, while still others use a bow holster
to cradle the bottom limb. This little detail can be
important because some practices give the bow arm
some sort of break between shots to help reduce
fatigue. Still others will hold the bow at or near eye
level to load their arrow. However, experienced
shooters will never tilt their bow sideways (toward
horizontal) to load their arrow, since this would
interfere with archers on both sides of them. If they
are shooting a “shoot thru” bow, then some shoot-
ers load the arrow thru the front of the bow and
back to the string, while others will load the arrow
by sliding the arrow forward through the riser. In
addition, depending upon how they start their shot
sequence, it can be used to help configure their
hand position into the grip as they begin the shot
sequence. This normally will not vary from shot to
shot, so if you document it once, it will usually suf-
fice. You will find that this routine is performed

Continued on Next Page
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time and time again without variation.
Abbreviations: BH = Bow Holster, SF = Stabilizer
on Floor, BC = Bottom Cam on upper leg, BHE =
Bow Horizontal at Eye Level, STB = Shoot
Through Back thru riser, STF = Shoot Through
Forward through riser

4. Setting the Grip Most shooters set their grip after
they’ve hooked up the release to the bowstring and
have a small amount of pressure on the string. This
ties closely into #3 above. Some variants of this
include:
a. Setting the grip with lower cam on leg
b. Setting the grip with bow supported by release
on the bowstring

b. Setting the grip with bow out in front and in
“pre-aim position”

Every shooter’s shot sequence varies, but every
good shooter has a regimen and sequence of events
that doesn’t vary from shot to shot. They all have very
specific checkpoints in the initial stages of the shot
from the loading of an arrow onto the string, right on
through to “pre-aiming” or “pre-drawing.” At that
point, they then enter even more critical aspects of
their shot sequence. The list below contains elements
that you, as scout, really need to watch closely for the
entire round of observations. It will allow you to glean
a lot more details about your selected shooter and how
he/she goes about their business.

The Shot
During this part of your observations, you are going to
need that stopwatch mentioned earlier and a pair of
binoculars. This is where your observations should
really start to pay benefits. It is also where the fun of
predicting shot impact points really comes into play.
Your shooter has set his grip and begins to draw back
the bow. Watch him/her closely, because this is where
things start to come undone and can really go wrong!
He/she won’t make a mistake often, nor will the same
mistake likely be made twice in a row.
1. Pre-Aiming

A. Draws bow straight back to anchor, bow hard-
ly moves.

B. Draws bow back above the level of the target
and comes down into the bull’s-eye.

C. Draws bow back below the target and comes
up into the bull’s-eye.

D. Draws bow left or right of bull’s-eye and
comes into it from left or right (circle which).

2. Drawing the Bow I
A. Draws straight back in a smooth, continuous
motion with medium speed

B. Draws back rapidly
C. Draws with high elbow; draws with lower
elbow; draws with really low elbow

3. Drawing the Bow II
A. Draws bow with nearly locked bow-arm
B. Draws bow in a “push-pull” mode starting

with a bent bow arm and then straightens/relaxes bow
arm once at anchor
4. At Anchor

A. Draws bow to anchor, very little or no head
movement

B. Draws to stops, then moves drawing hand into
anchor and moves head into alignment

C. Draws bow to anchor, movement of drawing
hand into solid anchoring position, either from
above or from below the jawbone

5. Anchor Point
A. Drawing Hand
1. Drawing hand: under jawbone or behind
jawbone.

2. Back of drawing hand: straight up or beyond
vertical; or at approx 45 degree angle; or
level.

3. Drawing hand: Lots of first finger pressure
or even pressure with all drawing fingers.

B. Anchor Contact points
1. String in corner of mouth and tip of nose
2. String in front of corner of mouth (more cen-
tered on chin) and tip of nose

3. String in corner of mouth and on side of nose
4. String in front of corner of mouth and on
side of nose

5. String behind corner of mouth and on tip of
nose

6. String behind corner of mouth and deep into
face beyond tip of nose

6. Head position
A. Chin is level.
B. Chin is tilted downwards.
C. Chin is tilted upwards slightly.

7. Bow Arm& Bow Shoulder
A. Shoulder down, bow arm appears to be com-
pletely locked or extended beyond locked posi-
tion (double jointed)

B. Shoulder down, relaxed, bow arm slightly bent
(unlocked)

C. Shoulder down, relaxed, bow arm bent well
(unlocked)

D. Shoulder up, bow arm appears to be complete-
ly locked or extended beyond locked position
(double jointed)

E. Shoulder up, bow arm slightly unlocked
F. Shoulder up, bow arm bent and well unlocked

8. Drawing Elbow
A. Drawing elbow high (elbow at ear level or
higher)

B. Drawing elbow level with arrow (below or
even with ear lobe)
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C. Drawing elbow below line of arrow (maybe
slight bend in wrist)

9. Body Alignment from Side (line through navel and
aiming eye)
A. is vertical
B. is leaning back slightly
C. is leaning back lots
D. is leaning forward towards target

10.Body Alignment from Behind the Archer (looking
toward target)
A. Drawing elbow to right of line of arrow (right
handed shooter)

B. Drawing elbow even with the arrow.
C. Drawing elbow to the left (beyond the line of
the arrow, right-handed shooter)

11. Bow Grip (This can be hard to see and get clearly
defined.)
A. Grip very relaxed, no finger contact with riser.
B. Grip very relaxed; first finger and thumb are in
contact with each other.

C. Grip relaxed, first finger only touching front of
riser.

D. Grip relaxed, but fingers splayed or “open
hand” with no finger contact with the riser.

E. Closed grip with several fingers in contact
with riser.

F. Grip 45 degrees or in “hand-shake” position,
no contact beyond “life-line.”

F. Hand deep into riser, but fingers not in con-
tact with riser.

12. Bow Cant Many archers use a natural cant and
don’t regard the bubble. Others have a natural cant
but the bubble is set to read “true” with this cant.
Typically, you only need to look at the top limb and
see which way it leans.
A. Top limb to right
B. Top limb to left.
C. No apparent canting of the bow.

13. Shot Timing A great many professional shooters
are rhythmic; that is to say that from the time they
acquire the X-ring in their scope and contact the
trigger or start their “pinch,” the timing from that
point until the shot breaks is quite repeatable and
will happen within 1-2 seconds of the same amount
of time, shot after shot after shot. Some are able to
hold longer than others. This “timing” however is
not haphazard, and is a practiced routine arrived at
through constant analysis of how long they have a
“window of opportunity” open to shoot the most
X’s.There are some shooters, however, who seem to
have no “rhythm” as to how long they hold, but
there are very few. Establishing your shooting
rhythm was covered in one of my past articles. It is
simple to do, but does require a lot of testing to
determine your best “timing” and then more prac-

tice to insure you are in your “window of opportu-
nity” as often as possible when the shot breaks.
For this part of your observation, you will need a

stopwatch. In addition, you must select a starting point
that is as recognizable as possible, so that you start your
stopwatch at the same point in the shooter’s shot
sequence as possible. I like to start my stopwatch when
the shooter locks in their shoulder/elbow and they
contact the trigger or start their “pinch.” It is the easi-
est, most consistent point at which to start the timing.
Of course, you stop the watch when the shot breaks.
Record the time to the tenth of a second, then look at
the target and determine the impact point. This is a
very important measurement to establish, since you
can quickly determine if a shooter should be letting
down and how disciplined they are from this “normal
time window” alone. You can also eventually predict an
outer ten or a miss from this measurement.

It is best to track shot timing for as many shots and
ends as you possibly can. It is simple to record “time in
sec,” result, and impact position. Below is a sample
table that you can make up for each end of a round.
Then, all you have to do is fill out the table for each
shot. It only takes seconds, and you can analyze it later
concerning impact points and timing. Ultimately, if
you use this for yourself, you can determine your own
personal best “shot timing” that gives you the highest
probability of shooting an X. My particular window of
opportunity for a guaranteed X-ring at 20 yards is 5-6
seconds. I won’t miss an X if the shot breaks during
those two seconds. Any longer than that and it is any-
one’s game.

Table #1: Shot timing and Impact Table
Res = Result of shot, i.e., X, 10, 9, 8, etc. Or, X, 5, 4,

etc.
Pos = Clock position of the shot. 1, 2, or 6, 7, 9,

10….11, 12 o’clock.
Time = Time in seconds (to the tenth) from the con-

sistent start of your clock until the shot breaks.

“What is in it for you, when it
comes to emulating a profes-
sional or amateur top echelon
shooter, is a practical and orga-
nized approach to scout out the
situation. You can avoid making
expensive and time consuming
mistakes chasing your tail and

not gaining a thing.”

Continued on Next Page
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End #4
Arrow 1 2 3 4 5
Res X X 5 X 5
Pos 1 9 3 1 7
Time 4.3 5.3 6.1 5.7 8.1

You can make up your own mini-table for each end of
the round, as depicted above.This will give you a com-
plete set of data for that round, and you can also have
the shooter’s score and X-count (other than line calls),
and if they are tending to shoot mostly high, low, left,
right, etc.This can then be analyzed to see which “tim-
ing” gave them the most X’s during that round. For my
“Shot Timing Program” that I developed several years
ago, I also have a mini-target made up for each end
and I record a dot on each spot of the multi-spot tar-
get for the arrow impact point. Obviously, as I’ve
described in that article, you can also use this same
item to analyze your own shooting and shooting ten-
dencies.
14.The “Break” of the ShotThere are three main areas
to watch for when the shot “breaks.” First and fore-
most is the action/reaction of the release hand to
the shot and where it ends up as a result. A top
shooter’s release hand will rarely move forward, for-
ward and down, or out away from their face when
the shot breaks. Top shooters also rarely have a
“dead release.”
A. Release hand reaction
1. Release hand comes straight back with a
consistent contact point after the shot.

2. Release hand comes straight back and
around and behind the drawing shoulder.

3. Release hand is explosive with a lot of
“recoil” and the drawing elbow comes down
below shoulder level.

B. Reaction of the bow as the shot breaks Most
often, top echelon shooters will drive the bow
directly towards the target and then, for right-
handed shooters, it will naturally also break to
the left and down as the followthrough contin-
ues. However, this latter phase happens after the
arrow is well out of the bow.

C. Movement of the tip of the stabilizer If you are
paying very close attention and you use some-
thing in the background with which you “line
up” the tip of the front stabilizer, you can learn
to “call” the shot before you even look at the tar-
get face, after only a few observations! It is a
simple matter of getting into a position to
observe and line up the tip of the stabilizer with
something in the background. You can then
begin to see those little “quirks” that all shooters
have at one time or another (some shooters call
this “English” applied just as the shot breaks).

But, too much “English” and a shot becomes a
miss. Some shooters are, however, pretty good at
those last, split-second corrections. Thus,
observe several shots by watching the stabilizer.
You are going to learn something.
Caution—Obviously, you cannot be watching

the shot reaction and also doing the “timing” and
also watching the release hand reaction at the
same time. Thus, you need to decide which you
are going to watch and then document what you
see. On occasion, you will also pick up that the
top limb might “break” quickly to the left or to
the right just as the shot breaks. Obviously, this
in response to the sight being left or right of
what the shooter wants to have.

D. Reaction of the head and eyesThe third thing to
watch for is the reaction of the shooter’s head
position and especially his/her eyes as the shot
breaks. Most top echelon shooters will have lit-
erally zero head or eye movement when their
shot breaks. That includes blinking. However,
you will find many shooters who will blink dur-
ing their shot sequence! Some will blink only
once or twice, others maybe more. Blinking
when the shot breaks is a reaction, but can cost a
shooter dearly, if the blink hits at the wrong
time. (An eye blink takes about 300-400 millisec-
onds of time; a shot takes only about 20 milliseconds.
Ed.) Thus, the adage of “stare a hole or burn a
hole into the middle of the X with your eye and
don’t let it or your head move until the arrow is
in the target.”

E. Time taken between shots and time remaining at
the conclusion of the shooting end These two
aspects will vary widely between shooters. Of
course, the “standard’ is that all arrows in any
given end must be shot before the expiration of
the allotted time and, by NFAA rules, archers
cannot let down any one shot more than three
times without receiving a zero on that shot. It is
a simple thing to record the number of seconds
between when the shooter releases one shot and
when he/she starts the next shot sequence by
hooking up the release aid. You may be surprised
at the results of these observations. There are
“games” being played on the line with this, so it
is one thing to pay attention to. If a shooter is
having problems with his third shot, you may
well see him or her take a few seconds longer
between the second and third shots to allow
muscle recovery and take stock of the situation.
Also, shooters are very cognizant of their time
remaining to complete an end. Most all of them
have practiced their routine to allow for so many
seconds remaining just in case they need a let-
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down or two during any given end.

Summary
I’m sure that there are other elements that you can
think of to watch when observing a professional
archer. I have covered a lot of territory and the infor-
mation provided in this article is very lengthy: howev-
er, much of its intended purpose is to make the point
to you, the reader, that any top echelon archer has
worked long and hard to develop their shooting
prowess, consistency, confidence, and mental game and
that more than just a casual observation is needed to
winkle out their “secrets.”

Some key items worth considering include:
1. I recommend that you select a top echelon amateur
or pro who has a similar body build to yours.

2. If you are left-handed, then I would recommend
that you first try to find another lefty to observe.

3. Make your own “Scouter’s Checklist” from the
above items and then add other items that are
important to you.

4. You cannot possibly cover all of these items in
observing any shooter for only a few shots.
Developing a shot sequence takes time, and if you
are trying to incorporate elements from someone
you want to emulate, you need documented infor-
mation about those elements in written form (oth-
erwise you will forget the information).

5. Body positioning, head positioning, type of stance
and stance width, and arm alignment are all critical
aspects that should definitely be incorporated into
your checklist.

6. Shot timing is a key element in all this. Many
shooters are “rhythm shooters” and you will find
that their shooting rhythm doesn’t vary much.
Some shooters shoot very quickly, with little rest
between shots, while others shoot more slowly and
deliberately. Above, you were given a sample data

table to use for each end of observation rounds. You
can also choose to incorporate a mini-target for
each end so you can record impact points upon it. I
recommended that you use the same point of the
shot sequence, preferably when the shooter goes to
the “trigger” or starts their “pinch” to engage the
shot, to start your timing sequence.

7. What the shooter does during the aiming process
isn’t hard to observe, excepting you cannot see the
shooter’s sight picture. I recommend that you get
into a position whereby you can line up the tip of
the stabilizer with something in the background
and superimpose the stabilizer on that item. Then,
it is a simple case of watching that stabilizer and
which direction it is moving during the aiming
process, the break of the shot, and the fol-
lowthrough.

8. What happens with regard to the release hand and
the direction of its travel when the shot breaks is a
critical key to whether it was a good, solid shot or a
sloppy one. Most top echelon shooters have a cer-
tain reaction of their release hand to the explosion
of the shot and they repeat this action to near per-
fection every single time. Often times, you can pick
this up, but only if you have watched them enough
to pick up the differences. This also relates and fol-
lows through (pun intended) to item #7!

9. Watching the head positioning and eyes of the
shooter can tell you a lot about the shooter’s focus
as well. Eye blinking prior to a shot can be very
consistent, or it can be a clue to the shooter having
problems focusing or a loss of concentration. Very
few top echelon shooters will have any head or eye
movement during their shot and that includes what
happens at the explosion of the shot—their head
and the aiming eye will not move.

10.Timing between shots is normally consistent.
However, during your observations it could pay you
to know what your selected shooter is doing with
regard to time between each shot and time remain-
ing when his/her last shot is in the target. Timing
between shots is a key element and a significant
problem area for mid-level archers (most tend to
shoot too fast). It also pays to note, however, that
some of the best top professional shooters will
shoot very fast indeed. They learn to take (not
punch) the shot at the moment of the best oppor-
tunity. Top shooters also have limits beyond which
they will not go; if it isn’t right, they will let down
and start over.
Top professionals and top echelon shooters have

worked on all of the above items until they have
become pretty much automated to them. It has taken
them many hours of concentrated practice to work out

“Remember, these observations
are to be unobtrusive and not
offer any distractions to any of
the competitors. Since it could
be very distracting to your

shooter if he knows his every
move is being watched, I

personally would not ask for
permission to watch him

ahead of time.”

Continued on Next Page
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a system whereby they can repeat nearly exactly the
same process time and time again with little to no vari-
ance in that routine.

To watch a professional archer shoot can be mes-
merizing and at the same time make you really appre-
ciate what it must be like to shoot like a machine. If
you are striving for this perfection, then you should
definitely observe a top professional who is similar in
body build, shoots the same hand as you do, with
hopefully the same release aid (or at least the same
style) as you do. If you are barrel chested, emulating
the stance and alignment of a tall and slender shooter
will be exceptionally difficult to do. In addition, if you
are an older shooter, you may well not have the flexi-
bility or build to get that same type of body position-
ing and alignment as a younger pro you might want to
emulate.

I have given you some tools and questions to
answer as you build your own “Scouter’s Checklist” so
that you can carry on a quality observation of a select-
ed professional or top echelon amateur shooter. You
have the tools to work with; the rest if up to you as to
whether you want to spend the time really learning
something.

The last thing to add here is that videotaping your
selected shooter can be useful, but you still need to
have those written notes, timing data, and visual obser-

vations to complete the entire picture. The next step
would then be to videotape yourself, and . . . yes . . .
perform the “Scouter’s Checklist” on yourself from
your own video. Better yet, you may well choose to
have a close friend complete a “Scouter’s Checklist” on
your shooting in exchange for you doing one on
him/her. You can eat an elephant by taking one bite at
a time and by using what is contained in this article
you have a meaningful and valuable means of enjoying
an archery tournament. This will be well worth your
time and effort.

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for begin-
ning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches

There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Stop!Why the hell are you warming up like that?
I’ve get the strangest reactions to the warm up

routine I use in preparation for any physical activity
I do. Having shot for the last 24 and more years I
have come across two camps when it comes to warm-
ing up: those who warm up and those who don’t! For
many years I was in the “don’t” camp. I would pick up
my 60 pound peak weight compound bow and start
shooting and I have not had any of the adverse
effects related to not doing a warm up before shoot-
ing.

However, I have met more than a few people
who spend the first twenty min-
utes upon arriving at the shoot-
ing ground bending and stretch-
ing and swinging their arms
around in big circles and who
then end up being injured.

Many people would say I
have been “lucky” or that “youth
is on my side” but over the last
five years my studies in health
and fitness as part of my chosen
profession have taught me a
thing or two about “warm ups”
and what effect they have on an athlete’s body. May
be there is some science behind the reasons I have
not been injured through archery!

What follows is a brief examination of warming
up and I’ll also present my own warm up system that
keeps my body in check through all of my rigorous
physical training routines, while it promotes better
posture, function and kinesthetic awareness!

Why Do We Warm Up?
This is not such a stupid question.

“A tiger lies motionless in the tall grass, the sun

beating down on his back. He’s been waiting there
for a few hours, he is hungry, he has not seen any
wildebeest for weeks, and he needs some meat to
keep from starving.

“And then he hears something approaching . . .
it’s lunch . . . it’s a big juicy wildebeest. The tiger
knows he must be quick otherwise his prey will be
gone in a flash.

“When the right moment comes he jumps up
from his motionless state and says ‘Hang on for just
a moment Mr. Wildebeest, gotta do my warm up!’

“The tiger then starts to stretch his hind legs,
flexes his front shoulders, rounds
and then flexes his back, cracks
his toes into place. Then the legs
start getting swung around, gen-
tly rotates his head, and then
finishes with a nice and grace-
fully light jog on the spot.

“The tiger turns around, but
the Wildebeest has disappeared,
probably laughing all the way to
his mates, to tell them about this
stupid (and hungry) tiger!”

In nature animals don’t do
warm ups before doing some physical activity . . . so
why should we?

Actually, I do believe we should do a warm up—
for the same reasons why a tiger doesn’t need to do a
warm up.

The tiger needs, and has, perfectly functioning
musculoskeletal and neurological systems. If the
tiger didn’t, then it would not survive in the wild for
very long. Any dysfunction would hugely impact its
ability to catch its lunch!

The 21st century human body, on the other hand,

Archery Warm-
Up Strategies

by Tim Goodwin

“There is not much
wrong with the stretching
that goes on, just it is not
done at the right time or
with the right muscles,

which negates its
intended purpose.”

That Promote Consistent Shooting from
Your Very First Shot

Continued on Next Page
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generally does not have perfectly functioning muscu-
loskeletal and neurological systems. In fact, most of
the clients I meet have severely dysfunctional bodies
caused by poor nutrition, poor exercise habits, and a
predominant seated posture they adopt every day.

The warm up we do should work to address
some of these dysfunctions and protect us against
performing poor movements that can ultimately lead
to injury.

The problem I see in most people’s warm up rou-
tines is they do not address these basic needs.

Stretching
Themost common form of warm up I see is “stretching.”

There is not much wrong with the stretching
that goes on, just it is not done at the right time or
with the right muscles, which negates its intended
purpose!

It seems that stretching has gone down in folk-
lore as being what you do to the muscles you are
about to use in your activity. For archery, this means
I whole load of stretching of the muscles of the
upper and middle back.

There is ample evidence to suggest this is com-
pletely the opposite of the muscles needing to be
stretched!

Stretching actually causes muscles to lengthen,
relax, and to become “inhibited,” meaning they will
quiet down or switch off completely. So, stretching
the muscles in the upper and middle back, the ones
you are about to use to draw your bow, will inhibit
them! No wonder the first few ends of shooting are
commonly the worst. Stretching the muscles you are
going to use accounts for why your bow feels odd,
with too long of a draw, or too short of a draw, or all
manner of other common complaints.

Maybe the inconsistency is with you and not
your equipment.

The warm up at the end of this article will not do
any specific stretching in the traditional sense of the
activity, however the warm up will stretch certain
muscles that do need stretching.

All That Arm Swinging
Another common form of warm up is the dynamic
warm up, which does actually have a place in your
warm up routine. However, there is a time and a
place for specific dynamic warm up movements, and
a lot of the wild arm swinging you commonly wit-
ness is not something I would be willing to prescribe.

When I polled a number of people about why
they warmed up in this manner, many didn’t know
and were just copying what they saw other people do
before their shooting sessions.

Again, this is not necessarily an issue, as I hope

people will start copying the warm up routine I pre-
sent here, however I would like to have people
understand the principles behind the routine they are
doing.

The arm swinging, if you choose to do it, should
start slowly and in a controlled manner.

I see a lot of arm swinging done with zero con-
trol, which creates a hyper-mobility at the shoulder
joint, stretching ligaments beyond their normal
range of motion, and creating wear on the joint sur-
faces. Ultimately this leads to impingement injuries,
frozen shoulder, torn rotator cuffs, as well as menis-
cus wear.

Our joints have a range of motion that is limited
by our ligaments and skeletal structures. Our muscles
should do the job of actively moving the limbs
through that range of motion in a controlled manner.
All the wild arm swinging takes us beyond that con-
trolled range of motion and into injury.

There are literally dozens of other warm up rou-
tines I have played witness to, some better than oth-
ers, but often without any particular science behind
them. This article will hopefully put that right with
a little simple science and large helping of common
sense in to your warm up.

The Warm Up
This warm up was devised to achieve a couple of key
goals for each and every client that I train. I use the
same basic routine with everyone and then have spe-
cific targeted manipulations, in addition to this basic
routine, that I perform with individual clients with
respect to their overall physical condition.

The goals for this warm up are as follows:
1. Progressive mobilization of all the main joint
structures in the body to lubricate the joint sur-
faces with synovial fluid.

2. Activation of inhibited muscles to aid optimal
posture and function.

3. Mentally prepare the client for the activity they
are about to participate in.

The first two are possibly of most interest, the third
is a bit obvious, and something that I know that all
people who do a warm up try to achieve. Before
shooting, many archers have a mental routine to get
into a certain psychological state before they pick up
their bow for the first time.

On the first goal the word “progressive” is the
key word in the sentence.We start with a small range
of motion and progressively increase this in a con-
trolled manner. We want to lubricate the entire joint
surface with a lubricating substance known as syn-
ovial fluid that is automatically secreted onto the
head of the joints to reduce the friction at the joint.

The second goal is something that almost no one
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thinks about when they warm up.
We often think about our body getting “warmer”

but rarely do we think about “waking up” muscles to
make them work better.

Some of the biggest challenges we face as part
time athletes is that we have day jobs which often
means that much of the week we are working in an
office and performing tasks in a static manner, typi-
cally with poor posture. This causes certain muscles
to go to sleep and forget what their function is, when
they should function, and how they should function.

By doing our warm up in a certain way we can
wake up these dormant muscles, get them to func-
tion more effectively and help your standing posture,
improve the function of key shooting muscles, as
well as quiet down some of the muscles that are
working too much (and thereby causing the onset of
fatigue early on in your shooting day).

Let’s get in to the routine itself and I will explain
more as we go on. The warm up routine described
here can be done prior to every single workout or
shooting session. It does not take long to complete,
normally a maximum of five minutes.

Go through each movement doing at least 15
repetitions, before moving on to the next.

Start with a short range of motion, just taking it
to the point your body will allow it to. You’ll find you
can increase the amplitude of the movement as you
do more repetitions.

If you feel particularly tight in a certain move-
ment continue with more repetitions until you feel a
little less tight.

Vertical Wood Chop
1. Start by holding a medicine ball or light dumbbell
with your arms extended overhead.

2. In one continuous motion bring the ball down in
front of you like you are chopping wood.

3. You will have to bend at your knees to complete
this.

4. Return to starting position and repeat.
This first movement (see photos left) is designed

to gently wake up the muscles around your ankles,
knees, and hip joints, as well as provide a gentle
stretch for your lower back, the back muscles under
the arms (Latisimus dorsi), as well as waking up the
muscles in the butt and upper back areas.

Try to focus on squeezing your buttocks as you
stand tall and squeeze between your shoulder blades
as you lift your arms above your head on each repe-
tition. This will activate two of the main areas where
you are likely to have inhibited muscles.

Diagonal Wood Chop
1. Start by holding a medicine ball at knee level in a
semi-squat position.

2. Rotate your trunk and extend your knees while
raising the ball up towards the opposite shoulder.
Keep your arms fairly straight during this move-
ment.

3. Return to the starting position and repeat for pre-
scribed repetitions.

4. Repeat with the other side.

The diagonal wood chop movement can be quite
challenging to do at first as it requires a little coordi-
nation. Once you’ve figured out which way your arms

Continued on Next Page
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and hips are meant to go you’ll get a nice gentle
stretch of the muscles on the inside of the leg
(adductors), as well as waking up the Gluteus medius
muscles on the outside of your buttocks.

The arm movements will wake up your core
musculature, including your “six pack” (Rectus
abdominus), the internal and external obliques, as
well as the deeper transverse abdominus muscles.
Not only that, it will gently stretch the often very
tight chest muscles (pectorals) as well as activate the
muscles in the upper back musculature.

Torso Rotations
1. Stand tall with feet about shoulder width apart
holding a single light dumbbell with both hands
just in front of you with arms bent to 90 degrees.

2. Keeping your hips and legs still, rotate your upper
body, neck, and head to the left in a smooth con-
trolled motion.

3. Rotate back immediately to the opposite direc-
tion, all the time keeping the hips and legs still.

This seemingly simple movement is the one in
which I see the most mistakes made. The key is to
separate the upper body from the lower body. Gently
squeeze your buttocks (creating a little activation in
these inhibited muscles) and then rotate from the
waist upwards, there should be zero movement of the
lower body.

We are also trying to gently stretch the com-
monly tight lower back musculature (erector spine).

Front/Back Leg Swings
1. Start by standing with your feet shoulder width
apart. You can stand on a small step or on the
ground. Support yourself against a wall or door
frame.

2. Keeping your upper body perpendicular to the
ground swing one leg forward and backward.

3. Do not swing your leg so hard that you cannot
keep your upper body from moving.

4. Repeat for 20 repetitions and repeat with the
other side.

Now gluteus inhibition is rife amongst our pop-
ulation. Almost 90% of the clients we assess have
some kind of gluteal dysfunction. Because we spend
so much of our daily lives in a seated posture, our
butts have simply forgotten what their real function
is! And, no, it is not to provide a soft cushion
between bone and seat cover!

This part of the warm up will only help with this
inhibition if you perform it correctly; doing it with-
out concentrating on the purpose will make your
posture and function worse so take note.

When you swing your leg think of what the joint
structure is. It is a ball and socket and we want the
ball to swing in the socket, but not for the socket
itself to swing. Allowing your pelvis to swing (the
socket) means you are working muscles in the lower
back rather than working the muscles of the but-
tocks.

To help you get this right, every time you swing
your leg back, squeeze your buttocks! If it helps push
two fingers in to the meat of the butt cheeks . . . my
apologies for the crudeness of this, but it is really
important to get this working properly.

Achieve this and you’ll have a much better func-
tioning body, you’ll be using the right muscles to
help you walk to and from the target, as well as help-
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ing you stand on the line with a strong, stable pos-
ture.

Lateral Leg Swings
1. Start by holding onto a secure object and raise
your outside leg out to the side.

2. In a smooth and continuous motion swing your
leg back and forth across the front of your body.

3. Swing through your full range of motion but keep
your upper body stable throughout the move-
ment.

4. Repeat for 15 repetitions and then flip sides and
repeat with the other leg.

Second only to the Gluteus maximus dysfunction
is Gluteus medius dysfunction. And this simple warm
up will help to correct that dysfunction.

Once again, think about the hip joint as a ball

swinging in its socket, this time laterally. You’ll want
to minimise the hitching up of the hips when you
swing your leg out. (This is a little harder to achieve
than with the front leg swings.)

You’ll get a nice stretch of those adductor mus-
cles again and a waking up of the Gluteus medius
muscles to boot. Placing your finger tips on the side
of your buttock, about an inch behind the bony
prominence at the top of the leg, to feel the muscles
of the butt activate as you swing your leg.

You’re Done!
Yes, all that leg swinging and arm waving does have
a purpose . . . but each element must be done in a
controlled manner to get the most from the warm
up, without causing any damage to your body.
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We have all experienced the feeling of “I
want to win” with regard to an archery competition.
I actually enjoy the experience (quite possibly
because the experience of actually winning some-
thing is rather rare for me). There is another, some-
what similar, feeling associated with competition and
that is “I expect to win.” I want to explore this with
you in this article.

Beginner’s Luck
I work with quite a few archers who are discovering
that they want to learn how to win. Wanting to learn
to win, accompanied by a commitment to train seri-
ously, are the criteria I use to identify a competitive
archer. Without these traits, archers only want to do
what is fun (no shame in that) and we characterize
them as being recreational archers. We have come to
believe these are two quite different audiences which
need to be coached quite differently.

When I begin working with a competitive archer
I ask what their goals are. Typically they are some-
what vague but often “winning” a competition is part
of those goals. I next ask what their competition
plans are: which events do they have scheduled and
which events do they have tar-
geted as being “special”? Usually,
at some point in time, they want
to compete at some large venue,
such as Las Vegas or the indoor
or outdoor nationals or even the
Olympic trials. What I do next is
to try to focus them on how one
creates an expectation of win-
ning. Most thoughts of winning a tournament at this
point can be charitably characterized as wishful
thinking.

The first level in creating a realistic expectation

of winning is to look up what the winning scores
were in one of their tournaments over the past few
years, so I ask them to do that. I then ask them what
their high, low, and average scores are for the round
being shot in that competition and comparable prac-
tice scores. Often, they either don’t know or they
have only a very vague idea of what their scores are.
From there I go on to explain why such record keep-
ing is important. The discussion goes something like
this:

Let us say that the competition in question is a
club championship and the round is an NFAA 300
Indoor Round. Let start by looking at the student’s
tournament scores:

High Score 283
Low Score 271
Average Score 278

Then we look at (or guestimate) the top com-
petitor’s scores, for example:

High Score 293
Low Score 286
Average Score 290

So, the chances of the student winning are?
That’s right—zero, nil, nada. The purpose of this lit-

tle exercise is to create an under-
standing in the student-archer’s
mind that expectations need to
be based on facts. If your highest
score is lower than your oppo-
nent’s lowest score, you have no
chance of winning.

When I was struggling to
shoot a 300 score in this round

for the first time I asked a fellow club member when
was the last time he had shot a score of less than 300.
He couldn’t remember but he felt it had to have been
more than 10 years before. Was there a way I could

Do You
Expect to

Win?
by Steve Ruis

“Most thoughts of win-
ning a tournament . . .

can be charitably charac-
terized as wishful

thinking.”
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have beat my friend at that point in time? Maybe if
I got to him in the parking lot with a baseball bat,
but once we had started shoot, the answer is “no.”

So, if there is a goal with “winning” in it, the first
reality check is to look at the lowest level event on
the schedule, which typically would be the easiest to
win, and run the numbers. What were the first sec-
ond, and third place scores in this event in this
archer’s division and class? Where does the archer’s
average fit in amongst these scores? If your archer’s
average score equals the winning score from last year,
she has a 50% chance of winning (roughly) and so
forth.

Then a plan has to be made to create or increase
the likelihood of shooting a winning score. This plan
must include the goal of consistently shooting win-
ning level scores on comparable rounds in practice.

Making Plans
Many archers practice by just shooting practice
rounds. This is a necessary part of a practice regi-
men, but a practice round should be looked upon as
being a test, not as practice itself. If all you do is take
tests and expect to get better, it is
a little like being in school and
asking for the final exam of a
course on Day 1 and then trying
to do better on it on Day 2 and
so forth, in the hope of passing
the test and the course. You
wouldn’t have thought this was a
rational approach in school and
it isn’t on the practice range, either.

Knowing Your Scores It is important that high,
low, and average practice scores be kept in a log
book. You may only want to include the previous five
to ten scores or so, especially if your scores are
changing quite a bit. You also want to similarly log
competition scores.

A comparison needs to be made between prac-
tice scores and tournament scores. Typically practice
scores are different from tournament scores and you
need to know how they are different. Often practice
scores are higher than tournament scores. If your
student is very consistent and her practice scores are,
say, 4% higher in practice than they are in competi-
tion, then you can come up with a slightly higher
practice score goal to prepare for a competition, etc.

It is important that practice scores be shot under
close to the same conditions as will be in a tourna-
ment: same numbers of ends and arrows per end, the
same number of minutes allowed per end, the same
number of warm up arrows and, if there are practice
partners, they need to be in adjacent lanes to simu-
late the crowding of the shooting line. Targets need

to be switched midway (high to low, etc.) if required
and a portable music player can be used to simulate
tournament noise (you can record the noise at a tour-
nament and play it back during practice rounds or
use distracting sounds like babies crying or music
you really don’t like) to make the environment less
conducive to easy scoring.

Equipment Adjustments There is a coaching
maxim that “you can’t buy better scores.” This is
clearly not true. For example, replacing a set of fre-
quently bent and straightened aluminum arrows of
mismatched weights with a set of perfectly matched
arrows will result in an instantaneous improvement
in score. This maxim is true only when an archer has
appropriate, well-fitted equipment, but not other-
wise. Equipment changes should be made before a
great deal of time and effort are engaged in practice
because, well, why would anyone want to practice
with equipment they weren’t going to use? Also, mis-
fit equipment does not give archers quality feedback
on their shots.

Some argue that competitive archers need to
acquire the very highest quality equipment from the

beginning. I do not share this
opinion. First, high end equip-
ment can be quite critical to
shoot and can therefore inhibit
the improvement of a less than
elite archer. Second, people’s
garages/basements are already
full of sports gear purchased for
themselves or their children

before there was a change of mind and the sport was
dropped, so it doesn’t make sense to spend more
money than is necessary on equipment until a major
commitment is made by the archer. Archers need
only gear that is matched to their abilities. For
younger archers I tell them they can qualify for
equipment upgrades by showing they have earned it
(through dedicated practice, improved scoring, etc.).
This criterion leads to better adjusted kids, if not
better competitors, in my opinion.

Technique Adjustments If it is necessary to make
technique adjustments, it is important to note that it
takes about three weeks of steady practice (minimal-
ly) to fully incorporate a technique change. Also,
scores will go down before they go back up. It may be
worthwhile to shoot some practice scores while mak-
ing such changes to make this point, but I don’t rec-
ommend this (a focus on scoring doesn’t improve
form or execution and can cause setbacks). In any
case, it is important to log “before” and “after” scores
because you need to determine whether or not scores
came back up to a higher level because of the change.

“If your archer’s average
score equals the winning
score from last year, she
has a 50% chance of
winning (roughly).”

Continued on the Next Page
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If they didn’t, then the form or execution adjustment
just made is not an improvement, it is just a change.
Real technique improvements will show real perfor-
mance improvements (after the adjustment period is
over). This is the only way to tell if things are getting
better.

Please realize that we are not working with
beginners at this stage. It is often the case with
beginners that a change can be suggested, then
made, and archer and coach notice an immediate
improvement. But after some time and practice such
“jumps” don’t happen so easily. Our form becomes a
good part habitual and it takes more than a little
time to make a new habit comfortable and scores
won’t improve until things are more comfortable.

Mental Adjustments It is often said that equip-
ment adjustments and form adjustments need to be
made during a concentrated practice time, but men-
tal practice changes only seem to become important
at tournaments. Possibly this is because archers feel
that they have done everything else and if it isn’t
good enough to win, maybe they should try to
improve their mental game.

Tournaments may be when archers are most con-
ducive to trying out mental tools, but hardly the best
time to affect the outcome. It is more than appropri-
ate to bring mental tools to the
fore during practice rounds. Stu-
dents are desirous of a good score
and have conditions similar to
those of competition, so why not
include a mental game tool in a
practice round? Under these cir-
cumstances, the coach (and
archer) need to keep track of the
use of the tool. Questions like
these are appropriate: Did you
visualize the shot before shoot-
ing it? For how many of the three
arrows? etc. Coach can keep
track of whether the archer used
the tool and how it correlated to
arrow scores. If, for example, the
archer consistently forgets to use
visualization on the last arrow of each end and the
scores on those arrows show a pattern, then possibly
something can be learned.

Ideally when an archer has a process goal, e.g. “I
will shoot every shot using my full mental routine,”
it is best to have the archer log how many shots were
shot that way after each end by writing it in their
performance log. (Writing, even writing just hash
mark counts, is a key reinforcement as it is a physical
activity and not just thoughts.) The purpose of this is
you are training your archers to be independent and

by doing this tallying reinforces the process goal each
and every end of shooting. In effect, they are coach-
ing themselves in the use of a particular tool. If you
don’t have your archer keep a running tally of how
they are meeting that goal, it is far too easy for that
goal to slip completely out of the archer’s mind. This
is a key element of archer independence.

Please realize that there is little objective proof
for most of these tools but there is a great deal of
anecdotal support. At a bare minimum, they provide
an excellent way to engage the conscious mind in the
process of managing one’s shot while competing
without having it intrude into the execution of shots.
Certainly mental tools will not make up for a lack of
practice or a lack of physical skill. They will only
help skillful archers perform at close to their optimal
levels.

Making Progress
So, you now have a system in place to track perfor-
mance, from which you can then make reasonable
expectations of outcome. You have plans for equip-
ment, form and execution changes, and mental game
adjustments. Now we need to make progress. How is
this done?

More and more experts are coming to the same
conclusion: progress is made
fastest through dedicated prac-
tice. By “dedicated practice” they
mean simply intense practice in
which errors are corrected as
they occur. No mistake is
allowed to be repeated. This
practice is more effective than
just high volume practice or,
really, any other kind of practice
because you are only practicing
doing it right and because of the
intensity and focus, you are
effectively training your subcon-
scious mind to help you do it
right. Because of the intense
focus, most people can’t do this
hour after hour which is actually

ideal as few of us have that much time to spend at
practice anyway.

Legendary UCLA basketball coach John Wood-
en understood this and he reinforced it with his play-
ers: if they weren’t practicing with enough intensity,
he would punish them. The punishment? He would
cancel practice and send the players home. Most
players who played for John Wooden can tell a story
of a cancelled practice and the disappointment they
still feel associated with it. A truly competitive ath-
lete thrives on intense dedicated practice. If my own

“Legendary UCLA basket-
ball coach John Wooden
understood this and he
reinforced it to his play-
ers: if they weren’t prac-
ticing with enough inten-
sity, he would punish

them. The punishment?
He would cancel practice
and send the players

home.”
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practice is lethargic, or a student of mine’s is so, and some enthusiasm
and intensity can’t be generated, it is time to go home. Why waste
time pretending to practice; it won’t help you meet your goals.

Practice has to be focused and intense to make rapid progress—it
also has to be smart. Most archers stand back at the regulation dis-
tance and fire arrows at a regulation target face in their practice
rounds. This is fine if you are already shooting very high scores. But
if you haven’t achieved high scores yet, be smart. Start closer in to the

target and even use a larger target face. If shooting indoors and you
or your student is to shoot at a 40cm target at 18 m/20 yds, try a 60cm
or 80 cm target face starting at 9 m/10 yds. Start so close to the tar-
get that you would be embarrassed to miss the center of the gold.
Then shoot perfect scores. Try this! It is not as easy as you think; one’s
mind has a tendency to wander because the task is “so easy.” This
requires you to really focus. After you have shot three perfect scores,
move back from the target a couple of paces and repeat.When you get
back to the regulation distance, switch to a regulation or smaller tar-
get and move closer in again and repeat the process. If you really want
to put pressure on yourself/your archer, make missing the center ring
a penalty that moves you/your archer back to the previous distance.
The advantage here is that when you use a process like this, you not
only have practiced many, many shots with intensity and focus, but
you have imprinted your subconscious mind with the fact that your
arrows always go in the center of the target. You become very com-
fortable with all of your arrows being in the center of the target. This
is your new comfort zone. Why practice missing what you are aiming
at?

Conclusion
The road to “expecting to win” is clearly through dedicated practice,
and there has to be an entire structure behind that practice focused on
what it takes to create that expectation.

“There is a coaching maxim that “you can’t
buy better scores.” This is clearly not true.”

“Practice has to be focused and intense to
make rapid progress—it also has to be

smart.”
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Coaching
New Student

Archers
by Jonathan Miller

If your club is growing then you will encounter
new archers who will want to learn how to shoot.
After getting a space to shoot, doing some adver-
tising, obtaining equipment, and creating a thriv-
ing club, the inevitable has happened, you are now
your organization’s head coach! With great power
comes great responsibility . . . and a lot of work! In
my very first article I mentioned that there is a
time and place to welcome new archers into your
club, this is the time. Buy billboards, radio ads,
commercials, even sky writing; let the archery
masses join your club in record numbers, but also
know that at this time it is crucial to remember,
you are a student first and a coach second.

You face a challenge and that challenge is big-
ger if you are a competitive archer yourself. When
the Purdue club opened its doors, we had 15 stu-
dents wanting private
lessons and that didn’t
include other people just
needing recreational
lessons! Making time for private lessons is impor-
tant if you want to develop archers for a competing
team. (We will discuss assembling a traveling team
in a later article.) In this article I will focus on set-
ting up all of your recreational archers. Since these
archers do not need private/individual lessons yet,
you are in luck and your nights and weekends are
still free. At your scheduled practice sessions you

will have to coach the beginners and get them hit-
ting the target so they can shoot independently.
Just as a fair warning, you can bring your bow for
show and tell, but don’t plan on shooting it since
there is a lot of work to be done for the beginner
club members. Before your work with your first
student make sure you know a standard beginner’s
form that you can teach quickly. If you need help
figuring out how you should teach beginners, there
are resources out on the market to help. At the end

of this article is contact
information for where to
find some booklets on
the subject. You can also

find articles on the subject in This Magazine.
Coaching during practice can be very stressful.

Not only do you have to coach new archers, but
there are multiple new archers needing your atten-
tion at the same time. Chances are you are the only
person who is knowledgeable on the subject of
teaching archery, so it is all up to you. To make the
teaching easier, you can start with one large group

“In my very first article I men-
tioned that there is a time and
place to welcome new archers
into your club, this is the time. ”

CREATING A COLLEGE ARCHERY CLUB

Part 5 of a Series
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lesson for everyone to learn at the same time. This
works well, but people come to practices at differ-
ent times and there are always people who come
late. What the Purdue club found that works best
in this situation is to give a very quick group lesson
that gets the beginning archers shooting arrows
close to the target. At this point we don’t mind if
some arrows miss the target (thanks to our ever
present arrow net). Once
people are pulling the bow
back and shooting arrows,
they are happy and not
nagging you for instruc-
tion. At that time you can
walk down the line and
offer more detailed
instruction to help indi-
viduals get more of their
arrows on the target. This may not be the most ele-
gant coaching style, but for college archery you
need for people to get their hands on a bow and
shooting quickly, and this is the most effective way
especially when there is only one coach.

Once people get the hang of shooting, you will
be surprised how quickly they pick up form and
technique. Keep an eye on those archers so when a

fresh, new batch of archers comes in, they can help
you coach them. At each practice, a new element of
good shooting form is introduced. This gives the
archers something to focus on and a goal for each
practice. At the end of each practice have them
show you what they have been practicing and give
them feedback. Once again, since club members
sometimes do not show up, have them (make

them?) keep a log of what
they are working on and
what is next so you do not
have to do that. When
they show up for practice,
have them remind you
what they were working
on and then you should
know what step comes
next. Small goals are

important since there is a lot to think about when
shooting arrows. Even something as simple as hand
placement can take a whole practice or two to
make comfortable and reaasonably consistent, so
try not to overwhelm the newbies with too much
information.

Something that will help you and your archers
Continued on the Next Page

“When the Purdue club opened
its doors, we had 15 students

wanting private lessons and that
didn’t include other people just
needing recreational lessons!”
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is to write out the form and execution process in a text document
(with illustrative photos) and put it up on your website. By consult-
ing that document, they can see each step and what comes next and
keep track of their progress. Keep a printout or a poster version of
it at every one of your practices so archers can visually see all the
steps and will not have to ask you what they have already learned.
Pretty soon you will get the hang of coaching and will be able to
teach new archers faster and more easily than you can nock an
arrow.

When you are coaching you can become swept up in a whirl-
wind of excitement on how well your club is going and how fast it
is growing. Before you know it you will be holding practices outside
of the normal practice times and moving archers along to further
training. Remember you are a student first. . . . I recommend you set
a number of hours each week you plan on coaching based on your
schedule and stick to it. Adjust your plan to allow for tests coming
up and other engagements. Think of coaching as an extra class that
you have three times a week for an hour or so. Don’t feel bad when
people get angry that you can’t coach them one week or another,
they will understand (eventually). There are other things to do in
college than just school and coaching, so make time for hanging out
and don’t get burned out. Make time for your own shooting and
relaxing on the side. With your club growing fast in its early stages,
the members need you to stay a leader and coach for a long time.

If you have any questions with this article or specific prob-
lems, you can contact me at www.purduearchery.com or at miller-
jk@purdue.edu.

“Since club members sometimes do not
show up, have them (make them?) keep a
log of what they are working on and what is

next so you do not have to do that.”
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Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for begin-
ning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches

There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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A lot of people say visualization helps, but
how is it going to help you? If you want better
scores, shouldn’t you just shoot more arrows? Well,
yes that can help, but whether you shoot 100 or
1000+ arrows a week, gaining a mental edge on your
form is vital to taking your game to a higher level.

Getting Started
I want you to tie a weight to some serving material
and hold the string in your dominant hand in front
of you, making it a pendulum. Now relax for the next
minute, close your eyes, and imagine that weight
spinning clockwise. After the minute, open your eyes
and look at the weight. If you are
like most people, the weight
should be spinning in a clock-
wise direction. Is this magic?
Well, no. What you are experi-
encing is the influence of the
physical by the mental through
visualization.

What is visualization? How
do you do it? And, what’s in it
for me? Ever since I started in
archery, I have heard coaches and read authors raving
about visualization (aka mental imagery) being a
vital tool in my practice regimen. During my day job
as a mental health therapist working with anxiety, I
teach visualization to my clients to help them focus,
relax, prepare, or eliminate phobias, and if it helps
people anticipate and habituate their fears, it can
help archers with their shot.

To be clear, “[v]isualization is a method of delib-

erately using imagery to modify your behavior, the
way you feel, and even your internal physiological
state” (The Anxiety & Phobia Workbook, Bourne,
2005, p. 226). In other words, through visualization,
we can increase, decrease, or eliminate feelings or
actions.

Historically, visualization and archery are not
new to one another. Further, sports psychology in
general has long history of research and implementa-
tion of visualization skills to bolster athletes across
the competitive spectrum. Archers may be aware that
books such as Total Archery (Lee & de Bondt, 2005,
pp. 160-162), Precision Archery (Ruis & Stevenson,

2004, pp. 94-95), and The Simple
Art of Winning (McKinney,
1996, pp. 129-132) all discuss
visualization and view it as a tool
for archers to employ in their
practice routines for a variety of
reasons.

People of all walks of life
practice visualization, from
lawyers, to doctors, to students.
All practice it to help prepare

themselves for upcoming events and reinforce
knowledge or skills they already have. In fact, you
may already be doing it in your everyday life by
thinking about upcoming meetings, conversations
with your spouse, or anticipating a tough mountain
drive. While it is slightly more complicated than
simple daydreaming, it is the first step to developing
your mental imagery skills.

Visualizing
Success

by Kevin Foss

“Just as hiking through a
field once won’t make a
clear path, but if you walk
that same area over and

over again, you will
create a new pathway.”

Does visualization help archers perform?

Continued on the Next Page
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Psychological research on human memory sug-
gests that students studying for an exam should
imagine themselves sitting in the test room during
their examination as it allows for greater memory
recall and anxiety reduction. By test time, the student
already feels comfortable interacting with the infor-
mation during a stressful situation through that
“rehearsal.” Research also shows that while using
imagery of an action or activity, minute muscular
movements are
detected in the
same muscle
groups as those
used in actual
event. This shows reinforcement of the physical
movements by using imagery while also hardwiring
the necessary neural pathways. Just as hiking
through a field once won’t make a clear path, but if
you walk that same area over and over again, you will
create a new pathway.

When I work with people who have anxiety or
phobias, I have to ease them into it and get them to
interact with the fear, which will reduce its negative
effect. But what about unknown or impractical situ-
ations? Archers can never fully know the range con-
ditions, the competitive atmosphere, or their own
reactions to them. For this reason, lawyers often pre-
pare their various arguments by imagining them-
selves performing them before a judge and jury with
confidence, clarity, and control. Correspondingly,
imagery can help the archer rehearse their emotion-
al state and reactions, in addition to their physical
behaviors, by visualizing imperfect conditions and
their calm, strong, and resilient responses, conditions
like a wind picking up, rain, and high temperatures.

Seeing It
Now that you know how it helps, how do you do it?
Before attempting visualization, know what you
want and what you are shooting for (every pun
intended). Intrinsic motivations, that is motivations
that come from within, such as trying to outdo your-
self and be a better archer, father, salesmen, etc.,
prove more effective than extrinsic motivations
which come from the outside, like getting an
Olympic Gold medal, prize money, or the acclaim of
others. Once you are clear about why you want what
you want, what are some small steps on the way to
your goal? Before you tackle the national champi-
onships, maybe you should get some experience at
local club competitions, for example. Establish your
ultimate goal and then all the intermediary goals
form a roadmap to success. Now you can begin your
imagery practice.

Imagery has several elements to the content

structure of the exercise.
#1 You have to know how to shoot! You must physi-
cally put in the effort to practice and learn each
part of your shot or you cannot reinforce it.
Mental practice are a supplement, not a substi-
tute, for physical practice.

#2 You must be as detailed as possible in your visual-
ization. Think about the weight of your bow,
weight distribution of your feet, smell and feel of

the air, the sound
of the clicker fol-
lowed by the string
whooshing by as
the arrow flies from

the bow. Everything. You may also include the
mental processes, any anxiety in your shot, the
clarity of your mind before and during the shot,
etc. A sample script for an imagery exercise can
be found at www.KevinMFT.com/Archery-
Imagery.html.

#3 Write it out and be immersed in it. Compile all
your details into a story and have a friend, coach,
or therapist guide you though it. You can even
record the visualization and listen to it on a MP3
player.

#4 Make it a point to practice. Begin with 10-15
minutes of imagery, then as you are able to main-
tain your focus and sense of detail, expand 20-30
minutes of uninterrupted silent imagery practice.
Begin by taking five or so minutes to physically
relax your body and mind though muscle relax-
ation or deep breathing exercises, putting yourself
in the mindset of the competition or practice.
Begin your visualization story and imagine all
facets in great detail. If you are having trouble
with a lack of detail, return to relaxation tech-
niques to clear your mind from distractions.

#5 No need to rush back to life. At the conclusion of
your exercise, come out of your imagery slowly
and allow up to 10 minutes to regain full energy
and mental activity.

#6 Consult professionals when needed. If you are
dealing with anxiety during any part of your shot
during visualization consult a therapist or sports
psychologist. They will be able to help you master
your anxiety by assessing how your anxiety is
affecting you, then develop a treatment plan for
your unique needs.

Using It
Mental skills training takes some time to develop,
just like physical training. Most people have to prac-
tice with several types of visualization techniques to
find one that works well for them. Start by practic-
ing a few times a week, gradually increasing the

“Through visualization, we can increase,
decrease, or eliminate feelings or actions.”
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amount of time and detail, while incorporating other
mental skills practice, such as self-talk, relaxation,
and attention boosters, to generate best results
though a synergistic effect. When you feel confident
in your mental imagery skills, expand on your prac-
tice by using both “first person” imagery and “third
person” imagery. Visualize yourself from inside (first
person) and outside of you (third person). You can
even watch a master archer and use them as your
model for your third person visualizations. Soon you
will be able to shoot with more confidence, skill, and
accuracy, with and without your imagination.

Many archers incorporate a short imagery script
right into their shot sequences. Typically after they
have nocked an arrow and before they raise the bow,
they visualize a perfect shot. This has to be set in that
exact location, so it will benefit from your general
visualization practice, but be slightly modified as to
locale. Many say that it is far easier to repeat a per-
fect shot than to create one from scratch, even when
that perfect shot is just visualized.

“Many archers incorporate a
short imagery script right into

their shot sequences.”
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Recently I had the pleasure to meet my daughter’s
new boyfriend, John. He really spells it Jon, which I
think that is kind of weird, but my daughter thinks is
cute, “None of that silent H stuff,” she says. One of
the first things any of my family explains to someone
meeting me for the first time is my obsession of
archery; I don’t know why.

Anyway, Jon thought the whole archery thing
sounded cool and wanted to know if I could show him
how to shoot someday. Jon’s a busy guy: he works full
time at a hospital as the coordinator of the E.R., he is
currently going to college to become a physician’s
assistant, and spends the remaining time entertaining
my daughter.

I realized Jon did not have much time to invest in
another activity, so I asked him if he wanted me to
show him how to shoot or just let him shoot a few
arrows to see what it was like.

Jon really impressed me with his reply. He said
that he had never been around archery, had never shot
a bow, but knew from his involvement in other sports
that it is much better to learn proper technique from
the start than to correct bad habits later. Jon had been
a competitive wrestler and now volunteers his time in
coaching young wrestlers.

Wow, what an opportunity I had; someone who
has never even touched a bow with the maturity and
understanding of the value of coaching! I could not
wait for Jon to have some time for me to take him to
the indoor archery range near my home. Soon, Jon did
come by again and had a couple hours to kill before he
had to go to work; so off to the archery range we went.

On the way to the range I described some of the
equipment I had brought along. (I could tell from the
look on his face when he was helping me load up the
gear that an explanation was needed.) I told Jon that I
wanted to do a story on a first archery lesson and with
his permission I would like to take a few pictures of
the process, which explained the camera and tripod.
With me I also had two beautiful wood riser recurves

from the 60’s. They were Ben Pearson Lord Mercury
target recurves, one left-handed and one right-hand-
ed, Pearson’s top of the line bow at the time. Both
bows were in the low 30’s of pounds of draw weight.
Lord Mercury bows had beautiful massive risers with
built in mercury capsules in the top and bottom of the
riser to add mass, dampen vibration, and absorb
shock. Alongside the two Lord Mercury bows, were
two bows made from plastic PVC pipe! These partic-
ular bows bow pulled around 18 to 20 lbs @ 28 inch-
es of draw. I could tell Jon was thinking, “What’s up
with that?”

Blooper Bows
I explained to Jon that the PVC bows were special
training bows I had built and that I had nicknamed
them my “Blooper Bows.” The Blooper Bow is special
because, as far as I can tell, they are nearly indestruc-
tible. They can be dry fired over and over again. To
test the blooper bow concept I did an extensive dry
fire test in sub zero weather and still could not dam-
age one. I explained to Jon that dry firing was pulling
a bow back without an arrow and letting go of the
string; and this is something that you would never do
with any other bow because it would surely damage or
break it. I went on to explain that with the blooper
bow we could experience and work on the complete
shot sequence without the distraction or concern of
where the arrow ended up. I assured Jon that after he
had shown sufficient progress with the blooper bows
that I would let him shoot the beautiful Lord Mercury.

At the range I first demonstrated for Jon my com-
plete shot sequence in a very conventional manner,
only describing each step out loud; taking my stance,
setting the bow hand, placing the drawing fingers on
the string, addressing the target, setting my posture,
raising the bow arm to pre-draw position, setting the
bow shoulder locked and low, drawing the string,
reaching full draw, checking string alignment, remov-
ing unnecessary tension from draw arm, draw hand,

Jon’s First Arrows
and My Big Surprise

by Brian J. Luke
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and neck while concentrating to complete the shot
utilizing proper back tension. Aiming was brief once
all of the above had been accomplished and the release
is triggered by the visualization of a smooth fol-
lowthrough and correct sight picture and happens as a
result of letting the remaining tension in the drawing
fingers melt without conscious thought.

I explained to Jon that this is only a partial list of
what takes place during the execution of a shot and
you can not possibly give conscious thought to every
step simultaneously and that everyone eventually indi-
vidualizes their own shot sequence. With practice, I
told him, you will be able to segregate these many

steps into smaller groups of “feels” that require much
less conscious though. I did this before I worked with
Jon on some of these various steps of the shot
sequence, as I wanted him to have some idea just what
it is we are striving to accomplish.

With the blooper bow now in Jon’s hand, we
began. I started him off with a square stance and had
him raise the bow, but I did not let him touch the
string with his drawing hand. Instead, I stood direct-
ly behind Jon and apply some string pressure so Jon
can seat his bow hand and raise the bow while trying
to achieve a low locked bow shoulder. I put a finger
sling on Jon and assured him that he could relax his
bow hand and just let the bow set itself naturally while
keeping his wrist in line with his bow arm. With his
bow arm raised I drew the string back further from his
pre-draw position to nearly a full drawn position. I

wanted Jon to experience the perfect bow arm reaction
on the shot. With me releasing the string Jon did not
know when it would happen. His bow arm had no
choice but to act naturally and perfectly. I had Jon
wearing a long sleeve shirt and an arm guard but I
asked Jon if the string gave him any discomfort after I
let it go. He assured me that he felt no pain so we con-
tinued shot after shot with me releasing the string for
him. Before I released the string for him I made sure
he was holding tension in his bow arm and then I let
go. I just told Jon to concentrate on nothing but the
reaction of the bow arm, how it felt and how it looked
before and after I let go. We did this until I could tell

he understood what I wanted him to notice
and the fact it was starting to get a little
boring.

Then it was time to let Jon draw the
blooper bow (with no arrow) to work on
establishing a comfortable full drawn posi-
tion (at anchor), proper draw arm align-
ment, and learning to get rid of unnecessary
tensions while in the full drawn position.

At first I suggested a side of the face
anchor with the index finger touching the
corner of the mouth and the thumb resting
comfortably under the jaw bone. I explained
the side of the face anchor was simple and
effective, but had limitations especially for
long range target shooting. The under the
chin anchor was then tried with the index
finger directly under the jaw bone and the
string bisecting the center of the chin and
the center of the nose. I explained the
added checkpoints of the string contacting
the face in two different places using the
under the chin anchor helped in repeating
head position and was a big advantage at
the longer distances. He tried both and, as

expected, found the side of the face anchor to be more
comfortable and easier to do; all this time he was just
drawing the blooper bow with no arrow.

The Surprise
The Blooper Bow is much like a traditional English
longbow and can be shot either right or left handed
with no distinguishing arrow rest. Handing Jon an
arrow to only draw and not shoot; his first question
was, “What side of the bow does the arrow go on”?

He walked right into my trap! I confess, I have
been holding out on you, there were more reasons I
was so excited to introduce someone to archery who
has never been around the sport. A while back I did a
story called “My Second, Second Chance.” In that
story I explained a particular shooting style I was

Continued on Next Page

Here I am letting Jon experience the perfect bow arm reaction by having him hold
the blooper bow while I draw and release the string.
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exploring that required the drawing hand to be turned
palm out, much like you may see someone using a
release aid. To do this with a finger draw requires a
right hand archer to use a left hand bow because of the
different orientation of the draw hand on the string.
Otherwise it would be a constant battle keeping the
arrow on the arrow rest.

To answer Jon’s earlier question about what side of
the bow does the arrow go, I calmly replied in a bait-
ing manner, “Well, that depends on how you choose to
draw the bow”. Seeing that Jon was understandably
confused, I went on to explain the “palm out” style of
drawing the bow.

He then asked if he could try the “palm out” draw.
I was thinking to myself “This is way too easy.” I was
trying to figure out the whole way to the range how I
was going to nonchalantly slip this in. I wasn’t trying
to ruin the guy, I just wanted a completely honest
opinion on how easy or difficult this style would be for
someone who has never shot an arrow to adapt to. I
explained to Jon that that most people do not shoot
this way (boy was that an understatement), but
archery is an individual sport and you must find a style
that suits you best.

Jon tried the “palm out” draw with the blooper
bow and still no arrow. After a few attempts he got a
weird look on his face and reported to me, “It feels a
little weird when I am first drawing the string, but
when I get back to full draw I feel like I am cocked
back better and steadier”.

Trying very hard to contain myself, I suggested
that he not jump to conclusions just yet until he actu-
ally tries both draws with an arrow on the string. This
sounded reasonable to Jon so we practiced drawing
with an arrow on the string, but not shooting the bow.
With the arrow and the conventional draw Jon expe-
rienced what most all beginners have trouble with,
keeping the arrow on the rest, or with the blooper
bow, the arrow on his knuckle. After helping him to
get the tension out of his drawing hand he was soon
able to draw the bow conventionally and keep the
arrow on the rest.Without the arrow Jon was drawing
the bow in good line, but now drawing with the arrow,
his drawing elbow was not in good line for some rea-
son. It did not take long to correct this.

It was now time to draw an arrow with the “palm
out” method. From the very first draw Jon had no
trouble keeping the arrow on the rest and was in per-
fect line. Draw after draw Jon became increasingly
convinced that this was the way he wanted to shoot an
arrow.

I am about to bust at the seams at this point, but
I suggest that we have one more exercise to do before
he actually shoots an arrow. With the blooper bow I
have Jon come to full draw without the arrow and
practice the release, first in a conventional manner and
then with the palm out style. (Yes, this is a dry fire,
but these are tough bows!) Observing both styles of
release, the “palm out” style was unquestionably the
cleaner looking release and it was much easier for Jon

Jon's first conventially drawn arrow typically shows the arrow leaving the rest and the draw elbow out of line.
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to maintain constant contact with release hand on the
neck after the release and into the followthrough.

Time was starting to run out on us. If we were
going to shoot some arrows we better get at it. It was
Jon’s confirmed decision to shoot his first arrows with
the “palm out” style of shooting.

Let the Shooting Begin
With all the basics covered I set up some sighting aids
to help Jon put an arrow at least somewhere in the
backstop. The shooting range is in a basement of an
old hardware store and the ceiling was not high
enough to stand up and shoot, so a pit was dug 20
yards back from the backstop to stand comfortably
and shoot with plenty of bow-ceiling clearance.

I placed a tautly stretched rope from the target
center toward the shooting line to give Jon a visual
aid. You may have had your first instructor tell you to
shoot along an imaginary line to the target; at first I
do not want to assume the new archer has a good
imagination, so I put down a real line. Somewhere
along this line I will place a marker, in our case it was
a roll of electrician’s tape, to use as a point of aim. I
explained to Jon that for now I did not want him to
look at the target at all, but just to line everything
about himself along the line I had placed; his bow, the
fully drawn arrow, the drawing elbow, the opposing
tensions set up in this body, everything. At full draw I
had Jon view his arrow and its relationship to the line.
I explained the entire arrow must be in line with the

line, not just the point. With everything in line now I
had Jon place the tip of his arrow on the point of aim
marker (the roll of electrician’s tape) but not to shoot
the arrow but notice his bow hand and its relationship
to the point of aim marker. I then had Jon let the
arrow down, but next time I was going to let him draw
back and shoot.

Jon took his stance with his aiming eye in direct
line with the line I had placed on the floor. Raising the
bow to the pre draw position I had Jon stop his verti-
cal bow arm movement at he same place he noticed
his bow hand when he was using the arrow point at
full draw. This helps eliminate excessive vertical bow
arm movement once he reaches full draw.

The blooper bows are really slow and I misjudged
the placement of the point of aim marker. His first
arrow went skipping across the floor. I assured him the
miss was my fault and that he looked great. I moved
the point of aim marker closer to the target and had
Jon shoot again. “Whack” right into the wood frame
at the base of the target. Jon looked embarrassed,
again I affirmed him that it was a great shot and all we
have to do is move the point of aim marker again to
get him on target.

It really was a great shot, for it was very close to
being in line with the line to the target. The first time
I tried the palm out method with a Blooper Bow I did
not think shooting that way was even possible. My
arrows deflected way off to the right if I were shoot-

Continued on Next Page

Jon's first “palm out” drawn arrow shows the arrow staying on the rest and the draw elbow nicely in line.
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ing off the right side of the bow. It was not until I
tried it with a recurve before I could get the arrows to
fly true. My next move of the point of aim and Jon
was on the target and, yes, the target he was aiming at!

Time was really running out now, I promised him
he could shoot the Lord Mercury so I placed that bow
into his hands. I had a better idea where to place the
point of aim marker for the 32 lb drawing Lord Mer-
cury so I let Jon take a shot. Boy was he shocked!
Those arrows flew out of that bow like a bullet com-
pare to blooper bow. The first arrow flew low into the
backstop below the target. I moved the marker and
the second arrow flew 12:00 high just above the 1
ring. One more adjustment and his next seven arrows
scored using the point of aim marker as a sight. I
thought this was very good shooting via point of aim.
Swaying a little at full draw is a big problem using the
point of aim method, it causes left and right misses. It
is like moving your sight left or right every time you
shoot. To perfect the point of aim style of shooting,
you must develop a consistent steady body posture.

We had just enough time to shoot one more end
of arrows, (I know, it was a larger than normal end).
This time I put a sight on the Lord Mercury that was
nothing more than an O-ring attached to a thin metal
shim. I covered the shim with a layer of electricians
tape so not to scratch the bow and taped the sight on
the Lord Mercury. The O-ring I used was fairly large
and the complete scoring area of the single spot target
could be seen through it. Since we already had a point
of aim figured out for the Lord Mercury, I just had Jon

come to full draw on his point and I adjusted the sight
so he could see the target directly in the middle of the
O-ring.

He shot the next eight arrows with the Lord Mer-
cury and sight. Five arrows scored, and four scored
very well! Going from a 20 lb blooper bow to a 32 lb
recurve was really too big of a jump in draw weight,
but it was all I had. Starting off at 20 yards was also
too much, but the pit dictated that for us. To make
matters worse Jon had just started a workout program
of heavy lifting the day before and he was very tight
and sore.

Some of his misses were from his bow shoulder
weakening as he shot. This should be expected, but
what I did not expect is that Jon recognized it when it
happened!

It is very encouraging to me that Jon could feel
the difference in his bow arm reaction from the short
exercise we had done with the blooper bow. When I
repeatedly drew and released while Jon held the
blooper bow, I know now he was really concentrating
on the look and feel of a perfect bow arm reaction.

Even though I made Jon go through all those
exercises with the blooper bow before I let him shoot
an arrow; he ended up having a great time. You should
have seen his face light up with a cocky little smirk
after a few good shots from my beautiful Lord Mer-
cury. The blooper bow acted as a sort of an incentive
program. Once a student can show an understanding
of the fundamentals with “this” then you can try
“that,” and any bow will seem like “state of the art”

One of the nice things about Blooper Bows is that they can be dry fired.
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compared to a blooper bow. It is really a great teach-
ing tool.

Jon was a great student, and even though I used
him as a guinea pig for my own personal interest; he
understood from the start the importance of learning
proper shot execution before he actually got to shoot
an arrow. I knew with his schedule the next time we
could get together to shoot may be a while. That is
why I wanted to expose him to as much of the sport
as I could in the short amount of time we had. I would
not have introduced the bow sight to Jon so soon oth-
erwise. At least now he has a lot to think about before
he can make the time to do this again.

His choice of the “palm out” style was very inter-
esting to me. I have shot it long enough to know that
the “palm out” method is just another way to shoot an
arrow and it does not interfere with proper shot exe-
cution. I personally feel it may have some advantages;
improved bow arm string clearance for one, and Jon
and I both feel it is easier to get into good line with it.
I went on to explain to Jon that no one I know actu-
ally shoots this way and if he chooses to continue
shooting “palm out” that he will attract a lot of atten-
tion to himself and this may not be a good idea.

Jon pointed out something interesting to me. He
told me the little finger on his drawing hand was near-
ly cut off at one time and it does not flex or grip any-
more. This would not have affected his draw either
conventionally or using “palm out”; but what if some-
one had a thumb that they could not move out of the
way. Wouldn’t “palm out” be a possible solution for

them? Perhaps someone may have limited rotation
abilities in their elbow or wrist, the “palm out” method
may be the only way they could comfortably shoot a
finger release. For me the “palm out” method had
remedied a trained reflex condition I had been bat-
tling for decades. This trained reflex caused me to
switch from shooting right-handed to left-handed
shooting. Since I started using “palm out” I can shoot
right handed again without a horribly collapsing bow
arm I always had shooting conventionally right-hand-
ed. It still requires you to shoot an opposite hand bow,
but at least I can now shoot with both eyes open using
my dominate eye.

Steve Ruis, (our beloved Editor of this magazine)
wrote a great article, “A Problem With Teaching
Archery.” Steve talked about the differences between
recreational archers and competitive archers and I
agree with Steve that there are many differences. He
went on to express the urgent need to have some sort
of game plan in a written curriculum so coaches have
a guide to follow in taking their students from recre-
ational archers into competitive archers if they show a
desire to do so.

In my particular teaching session with Jon we just
covered basic shot execution. With continued coach-
ing, basic shot execution will be reinforced over and
over again. A firm understanding and the ability to
perform basic shot execution will take Jon from a
recreational archer well into being a competitive
archer if that is his desire. Should Jon show potential

The “palm out” style eliminates the problem of where to put the thumb and eliminates plucking as well.

Continued on Next Page
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and desire to be a top recurve FITA competitor at the
national level; I would want him to seek out further
coaching to assist him in setting up a clicker, selecting
the proper stabilizer combination, and some of the
finer points of shot execution. The basic shot execu-
tion I was teaching Jon will be something he will need
no matter how advanced an archer he may become.

My expertise is in traditional archery; and I prefer
to keep things simple. When I am asked to assist in
coaching someone new to archery, my philosophy is
the same. I will always try to correct a breakdown in
proper shot execution. I really do not care if this per-
son intends to be a recreational archer or has deter-
mined they want to become a competitive archer. I
feel it is my responsibility when asked to help, to real-
ly help. It is not helpful to overlook form flaws
because you fear you might hurt the new archer’s feel-
ings. The new archer must understand as Jon did that
learning the basics correctly from the beginning is
much better than having to correct bad habits later. If
that particular archer no longer benefits from my help,
they will stop asking for it.

Steve is right, we do need a system. He admits

in his article “A Problem With Teaching Archery”
that the system he is methodically putting in place
may not be the only system, but it is at least a system.
In that writing Steve also made an open invitation for
suggestions. Perhaps there is some method or meth-
ods I used with Jon that may be found helpful; and I
am sure there are many more tried and true helpful
methods to instruct growing archers. Write Steve and
get these ideas published so everyone can benefit.

I have witnessed young beginner archery classes,
while the coaches were doing a fine job of keeping the
students safe, but I could not help but notice the num-
ber of horrific breakdowns in proper shooting form
left uncorrected by the coaches. Maybe I am being too
harsh, I personally have only taught one on one. I am
sure it is much more difficult to teach a group than a
single individual. If one on one coaching is something
you can arrange, I would strongly encourage it at first.
I do not feel it is a good idea to let anyone shoot very
many arrows without someone continually reinforcing
proper shot execution. I feel this can be done in an
encouraging manner; breaking it up from time to time
if you need to by just having fun, like going outside
with a Blooper Bow and see how far you can get an

Not bad for the first lesson (and at 20 yards).
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arrow to fly just for the fun of it; then get back to
teaching proper shot execution.

If a particular student is not mature enough to
understand the importance of a good foundation for
their own future enjoyment in the sport, then I feel
that student is not ready to take on archery. Let them
go choose a level of video game they can win to boost
their ego until they mature enough to participate in
archery (or, better yet, get them a compound bow).

I feel it is a horrible disservice to any new archer
to overlook breakdowns in basic shooting technique
just because they are new to the sport. With Jon’s
maturity and attitude, he looked very much like a sea-
soned archer in less than two hours. Yes, Jon is an
adult and younger archers must be treated differently.
But these younger archers must understand the
importance of proper shooting technique right from
the start, even if it means they will be stuck with a
Blooper Bow for a while.

This is fun!




